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Jacques Rigaut: le plus Dada des Dadaists

Chronology: Arrangement of events in time.

Map: 1. Plane surface representation of a region of the earth or sky. 2. Something resembling a map in 

clarity of representation. 3. Slang. The face.

The Face

Chronologie? C'est une carte de temps.

Where, exactly, is your web site? Where will it be in a billion million? Where will it be come 2010?

1898

December 30 at two o'clock in the morning in Paris: birth of Jacques-George 

Rigaut, second son of George-Maurice Rigaut and Madeleine-Berthe Pascal.

So much blew away over the mud, so much horse tripe: steaming, bloated garlands strewn over culverts 
strangled with the detritus of Marshal Foch's articulate rebuttal: choked rivers of men, belching jalopies, 
panicked mules scrambling from rotted planking to groan and despair in the deep, sucking mire, petrol 
fumes and smoke: footnotes in the slow plow to Verdun, Ypres, Chateau Thierry, Tierra del Feugo, 
wherever-the-hell to dig a trench, grit teeth, shrug shoulders, abandon hope, stagger home. Rigaut, full of 
it, knelt down in the mud, the tattered hem of his trench coat absorbing stench and stain, and filled his 
canteen with the culvert's nectar, diffidently sweeping away the flies swirling above it, drunk on the 
culvert's vapors. This was the way he made his way home to Paris: palpating for an ultimate alibi, for 
paradis artificiels, for nourritures terrestres. I am an apprentice-warrior, he thought, and then dwelled for 
several moments on the image of Max's exploding face, on the way the brains felt as they splattered his 
own face and neck: the luke-warm patter of rendered chicken fat and splintered porcelain. Max who had 
no fiancée, who loved his mother and father, photos of whom he was nevertheless loath to display; Max, 
the surrogate older brother who didn't have time to flinch when the shell struck him above the left eye, 
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erasing the disgusted smirk that so often condensed his expression when the Lieutenant's whistle signaled 
"Over the top, boys!" Boys. Max, I'd already come to the point of not giving a shit the day your brains 
decorated my face. Dada.

1907

Student at the Montaigne School (the "little school" of Louis the Great). 

Strikes up a friendship with René Chomette (René Clair).

1911

Attends Stanislas secondary school.

1913

Autumn: at Louis the Great school, 10th grade. Again meets René Chomette; his 

other friends include Raymond Payelle (Philippe Hériat) and Maxime François-

Poncet.

Rigaut remembered Max (though not his last name) the evening he settled on the figure of ten: Café Certa 
roiling with the inside-out intensity of the Dada party. Picabia was there, a grinning iconoclast inventing 
and transgressing isms with a Spanish inflection that finally came to rest on "I don't give a damnism." 
And Tzara, manifestoiste extraordinaire, flipping back the shock of black hair that crept down to obscure 
the right lens of his wire-rimmed specs as he explained to Soupault how he slept very late and committed 
suicide 65 percent because his life only contained 30 percent life. Duchamp showed. Even Arthur Cravan, 
boxer-painter-poet, nose swollen from his last bout, showed. Others drifted in and out, though none of the 
bunch were there expressly to celebrate Rigaut's birthday; Rigaut the baby-Dada, the nineteen-year-old, 
the dandy. None were yet aware of the significance he was attaching to the figure of ten. Ten was enough. 
Ten was a decade. At nineteen he'd already begun to feel played out; though, perhaps, there were still 
some motions to be gone through and, after all, even ten didn't guarantee his suicide. Ten is as good as nil 
for a poet, a poet who knows the number may be up before the chips are tossed onto the green felt of the 
gaming table. Gambling, he thought, can be curiously more interesting when you know full well you're 
destined to lose. He invented a croupier: Too late, monsieur. Roulette will not be tamed by system or 
strategy and you can see for yourself that the ball has come to rest on the numeral ten. But your chips 
have not been wasted. Just look how they complement my rake as I draw them to the house gutter. Rigaut 
took up his pencil and pad and composed a poem of roulette:
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3
18
8
22
7

29.

Heads or tails. I don't calculate, I gamble.
It makes no more sense. No sooner have you 
discovered the reasons a being behaved one

way than you come across so many good reason 
that will argue the contrary. You're going to

refuse them, but you will be able to accept them.

1914

August: at the outbreak of hostilities, he spends his vacation on the shore 

of the English Channel, then at Baule in the company of René Chomette.

Why bother with words? Tzara drew them from a hat to reveal to the world a true poetics, a poetics to 
make the ladies swoon and inspire in the gentlemen vestigial erections embodied in the upraised canes 
with which they drove him from the podium. Rigaut, eternal realist, hopeless modernist, ripped the leaf 
from the notebook and, somewhat ashamed of his scribbling, tore it into tiny bits and blew them away 
with a sneer.

The waitress, a wan skeleton shifting in a flimsy garment of flesh, rattled over to the Dada table with 
three more bottles of cloudy Meursault, careful to place one directly in front of the meticulously groomed 
dandy whose silk American cravat and pointed handkerchief belied a dubious métier. Though he was glad 
to have it known that he was "employed by a writer," he was nothing so much as a secretary, yet infinitely 
more important, to Jacques-Emile Blanche: he played his role as son to the paternalistic old aesthete who 
was at the same time both capsized and infatuated by the wake of the times. As for the real father-rien. 
Father, threatening always to "put him in business," so obese was his austerity; Father, whose kiss Rigaut 
never knew; that inspector of railroads now tangled, uprooted, discontinuous: wood and steel rendered in 
the abstract by the lightning strokes of shellbursts: rien. For a soupy moment Rigaut lingered not on the 
father, nor on Blanche, but rather on the pale flesh of the waitress's throat, just below the ear where the 
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hair had been pulled back into a braid. He imagined her limping through a mirror as big as a wall, then 
pictured her nude, bloody, a hummingbird fluttering at each of her nipples, a falcon shielding her sex with 
its outstretched wings. Had she not borne her burden, hovering over Flanders mud? This woman will 
forever be my sister, he thought, fingering the imperfect glass of the anonymous bottle. She will be my 
sister-figure. As Max was my brother-figure. As Blanche-how sweetly he dotes and sympathizes and 
feigns comprehension when I subject him to my occult amusements-as Blanche is my father-figure. These 
figures are as real as my reflection shaving in the morning's mirror.

1915

June: baccalaureate examination. He passes and is promoted into the school of 

philosophy for the next year.

Cravan was getting bellicose, holding forth with wrinkled handkerchief balled in his left hand, a 
handkerchief bloodied from repeated, mincing dabs at his bent nose. He'd taken off his coat and sat with 
shirtsleeves rolled up above his nineteen-inch biceps, the left one tattooed with a blue and yellow 
butterfly and the words assassin aimable. Bull-eyed, barbell aesthetic, the maniac menaced his blunt 
discourse into the earholes of anyone willing or unwilling to listen (hammering the yawners and 
wisecrackers back to attention, now and then, with a fist dropped sharply on the scarred tabletop). "The 
salons," said Cravan, picking up a line of thought that had nothing to do with the description he'd begun 
to paint of the enormity of American champion Jack Johnson's feet: those big feet shuffling like trestle 
pilings, rattling the mat right before his blackened, swollen eyes: the last things Cravan saw before losing 
consciousness in his ill-conceived bout with the giant. "The salons are filled with the ugly mugs of artists: 
hordes of them: painters with long hair, writers with long hair; painters with short hair, writers with short 
hair; ragged painters, ragged writers; well-dressed painters, well-dressed writers"-he shot a look at 
Rigaut- "painters with ugly mugs, painters with handsome ... there's no such thing: but Lord have mercy, 
there are artists a-plenty!" At this, Picabia lifted his Meursault and toasted to artists a-plenty, much to the 
delight of everyone at the table who were quick to seize any opportunity to timpani the generalized 
hubbub. Rigaut, already feeling rambunctious on his third glass, finished it in two gulps and shouted, 
"Your shorts must be pinching your balls, Cravan!"

"Fuck you, pipsqueak," jabbed Cravan. "Fuck you all. Now shut your traps and listen up. These artists are 
everywhere: the cafés are full of them, new art schools open up every day. I've always wondered how a 
teacher of painting, unless he teaches a locksmith how to copy keys, has ever been able to find a single 
pupil since the beginning of the world." (Cheers all around.) "But the studios are jammed with big dados 
of thirty or even forty and God forgive me, ninnies of fifty, yes, sweet Jesus! poor old fogies of fifty. And 
it's true that some among them believe art is superior to nature. Yes, my dears! I'm astonished that some 
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crook hasn't had the idea to open a writing school." Cravan leaned back in his chair and folded his arms 
imperiously as Duchamp rapped his glass with a jade cigarette holder and Tzara and Rigaut, seated to 
either side of Cravan, simultaneously filled his empty glass from their bottles. A trickle of blood fed down 
from Cravan's nostrils, pooling a bit on the ledge of his upper lip. Lazily, he lapped at it with his thick 
tongue, then washed the blood down with a polite, ceremonious swig of Meursault. This Cravan is a real 
fucker, thought Rigaut. No wonder he loses all his fights.

1916

He enrolls in the School of Law. December 21 (he wasn't yet 18 years old), he 

anticipates the call-up and enlists in the army "for the duration of the 

war." He is drafted into the 81st Artillery Regiment.

Words

Clear as a mystery,
the wake of words.

Graceful apparitions,
each one a world,

visits in which they
make their presence

felt and fade ... a
tear drop made to 
believe in the final 

death. Without
leaving a trace ...

which assures me that 
I myself am only one 
of your words, lin in
a confused message,
porly articulated and

of the demi-conscious
to which I'm going

to fade. My God, how
slowly you speak--

faster, so I expire on 
your lips ...
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1917

In the automotive service depot in Paris; he leaves at the end of April, but 

remains in the vicinity of Paris.

1918

January 1: appointed corporal. February or March: at the front in Lorraine. 

Beginning of June: at Fontainbleau. On June 4 his friend, Maxime Francois-

Poncet, is killed in combat. After the Armistice, he remains in the service 

and is promoted to officer candidate at the end of the year.

Pleasantly dizzy in the Dada ozone of Le Petit Grillon, the euphemistic annex of Café Certa to which, on 
that first night, the junketeers had been ushered as they traipsed in off the Passage de l'Opèra, and which 
had been so agreeable they immediately laid claim to it as their very own place de réunion, Rigaut 
allowed his mind its play: Dix. Dis dix, Rigaut.

Dada-Rigaut. Tonight you will let them know, Rigaut: it starts with you. It will end with you. Dix ans, ten 
years: I hold the fate of this cadre in my hands and, little do they know it now, the cadre will have blown 
away like the smoke from Cravan's cigar, precipitated into dust lost between the floorboard cracks by, on, 
or about November 5, 1929: ten years. It will be a day to celebrate through adherence to the routine of 
inconsistent bowel function and the hunt for misplaced packages of cigarettes. Monuments will be erected 
all over Paris in the form of clams coughed onto the sidewalks. Nursing

1919

July 1: appointed sub-lieutenant. Demobilized October 6, he returns to Paris 

and re-enrolls in the School of Law. Begins to frequent literary circles. 

Meets the young poets Pierre Drieu la Rochelle and Jean Cocteau. Acquainted 

with the painter and writer Jacques-…mile Blanche to whom he becomes personal 

assistant.

mothers will luxuriate in happy lassitude while nursing-mothers-to-be and distracted-fathers-to-be fuck 
athletically in the Bois. A celebration of mundane indifference and inconsequential ignorance will mark 
the invisible, silent fizzle as I slip into the face that yawns at me from the shaving mirror. No one will 
demand live birds in paint shops.
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Philippe Soupault, who'd been more-or-less quiet throughout (except for the two or three times he 
contributed to the byzantine colloquy by expectorating a mouthful of wine into the briefcase resting next 
to his chair and grimacing in an attitude of reverse-peristalsis rendered disquietingly authentic by ugly 
ejaculations such as "rugga-ugh") suddenly began to lay into Picabia. "Gentlemen, a toast to Francis 
Picabia: imbecile, idiot, pickpocket; rescuer of Hans Arp from constipation; Spanish professor moron who 
never was Dada, who always is dada; Funny Guy." Picabia accepted the toast with an ostentatious bow 
and, raising his wineglass, replied to the entire table: "Gentlemen, cleanliness is the luxury of the poor, be 
dirty. Cut your nose as you cut your hair. Wash your testicles like your gloves. Upside up and downside 
down." He sipped a mouthful of wine, then added: "And now let's hear something from our fledgling, 
Rigaut: our birthday boy."

Rigaut had allowed the muse to book him passage on a steamship to New York City, a rich American 
woman on each arm, twins in minstrel show blackface, mouths painted in fixed frowns. Faux tears were 
painted on their cheeks, or rather not painted: the tears were created by careful removal of the blackface 
in slightly elongated teardrop shapes. The women stood with him at the rail, looking beyond the caress of 
fog into which the ship was melting. From a point that at once was on the ship and dispersed throughout 
the fog, a quartet of cellos mourned solemn counterpoint into the vapor of his wandering mind. And then 
he was standing up at the table, raising his glass, merrily pouring forth his birthday address: "Gentlemen, 
I shall be serious as pleasure. People don't know what they say. There are no reasons for going on living, 
but no more are there any reasons for dying." (Hear, Hears.) "The only possible way for us to evince our 
disdain for life is by accepting it. Life is not worth the trouble of leaving it. One may, out of charity, ward 
it off for others, but for himself? Despair, indifference, treasons, fidelity, solitude, family, freedom, 
gravity, money, poverty, love, absence of love, syphilis, health, sleep, insomnia, desire, impotence, 
platitude, art, respectability, dishonor, mediocrity, intelligence: there are no fish there to fry." (A smirking 
befuddlement.) "We are too well aware of what these things are made to be taken in by them: good to 
inspire a few negligible accidental suicides."

1920

Student at the School of Law, where he sits for examination in March.

July: his first written works, "Spineless Remarks", are published in the 

review Action.

Dada: this international avant-garde movement spreads to Paris. Rigaut enters 

into contact with members of the group toward autumn.
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December: a text of his, "I Shall Be Serious ...", is published in issue 17 

of Littérature, the Parisian Dadaist review run by Louis Aragon, André Breton, 

and Philippe Soupault.

Already Rigaut was beginning to sense their impatience, but it was an impatience that invigorated: a true 
sign of their attention. I will write this into the sublime, he thought. A writing to make the very idea of the 
printed page seem a quaint artifact: mustard gas writing in a word-war founded on hand-to-hand combat. 
"Having declaimed my position on the matter, I feel it only right and necessary to inform you of my plans 
for a monument I intend to have erected to myself ten years from this date. Listen up, Cravan. This is 
right up your alley. The monument I envision will take the form of the Jacques Rigaut Institute of 
Contemporary Writing.

Laughter. Cravan lifted his left leg and let loose with an enormous fart while Tzara shouted: "Bravo, 
Rigaut!" Duchamp punctuated the air with a line of smoke rings. "An idiot in my own likeness," bragged 
Picabia. Rigaut continued.

"The Institute will be located on the site of my auto-debraining. I see it as a small room with peeling 
wallpaper, the rose pattern of which will be embellished with a delightful spray of blood, bone, and tissue. 
To attend the Institute, students need only arrive with an ax mighty enough to chop through the room's 
mirrored door, a door to be continually replaced with funds expressly provided for this purpose by my 
vast estate. I expect firemen will do quite well at the Institute. The room is to be maintained in the exact 
order in which I left it, with one exception: a plaque is to be placed on the wall facing my desk which will 
read: 'Dada Never Was.' Students will be required to sit at this desk for a period of twenty-nine minutes 
and twenty-nine seconds, after which it is expected of them to go out into the world and bless it with 
literary silence. Thank you, Gentlemen, for your rapt inattention. You may now resume listening to me." 
Elegantly, Rigaut took his seat, crossed his legs, and beckoned to the waitress for another bottle of 
Meursault. The Dada table saluted him by breaking into several one-on-one conversations that gradually 
devolved into an exercise of random interruption.

[Reader: In spite of your delusions to the contrary, you are not loved. Grandeur is yours.]

Rigaut leaned back in his chair and lit a cigarette, admiring the illustration of a semi-nude female guitar 
player decorating the matchbox he'd picked up from the table. Drawing the stale smoke deep, he began to 
convince himself: suicide is a vocation. Manage it. Manage death, my friend. Throw a pillow on a chair. 
Entertain it. Flatter it. Give it a good life: this is a person-the most unappreciated, your sole gauge of 
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existence. Privately, in death's company, you're not given leave to play with marbles. Try, if you can, to 
stop the man who travels with suicide in his boutonnière.

When the waitress arrived with his bottle of wine, Rigaut took her hand and, withdrawing a pen from his 
coat pocket, wrote "I shall soon have it down to a single word" on the palm. My best yet, he thought. The 
waitress, as if she knew of no other appropriate response, bent and kissed him tenderly on his cheek. "Tu 
et ma soeur," Rigaut said to her as she hurried back to the bar. Her hand was so frail, for a waitress.

An infinite patience informed the avuncular expression of the elderly lift operator in the Waldorf Astoria, 
shuttling Rigaut to this floor and that, waiting without a word as the Frenchman stepped out on the 18th to 
snag a rose from a rather funereal looking arrangement that billowed from an unadorned vase set atop a 
cherry occasional table; on the 9th to primp and straighten his tie in the hallway mirror; on the 15th to slip 
a calling card beneath the doors of the four rooms closest to the elevator. "It's good to be in New York," 
Rigaut said to him. "New York is a dream come true for elevator connoisseurs such as myself."

1921

March: his "Story of a Poor Young Man" appears in Littérature. The "Dada 

Season" opens, which will be highlighted by a number of artistic, anti-

artistic, and other demonstrations. Rigaut performs at the "Dada Exhibition" 

and publishes a text titled "Fable" in the exhibition catalogue. He is 

present at the "BarrËs Trial" (recounted with his testimony in the August 

issue of Littérature).

1922

Aborted project of the "Congress of Paris" (disorder in the Dada Movement 

arising from the quarrel between Breton and Tzara). Littérature: March, a 

short note on "Mae Murray" from Rigaut and, in the April issue, his 

"Brilliant Subject."

"The Waldorf has the finest elevators in a city of first-class elevators," said the lift operator, his white-
gloved hand poised on the brass lever that determined the ascent and descent of the ornate box. At the 
22nd, he brought the elevator to a stop and manipulated a second brass lever to open the doors: burnished 
oak veneer panels parting to the left and right. "I believe you requested the 22nd, sir."
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"Indeed I did," said Rigaut. He handed the lift operator a silver dollar and a small white calling card on 
which was printed the name "Lord Patchogue." The operator regarded the card for a moment, then lifted 
his eyes to Rigaut. "My apologies, sir," he said. A smile of recognition transformed his attitude from that 
of the patient functionary to that of the ardent admirer. "I had no idea I was in the presence of such a 
luminary. Your books have given me great pleasure."

Rigaut was both moved and shaken by this obvious case of mistaken identity. Caught straddling the 
threshold between elevator and hallway, Rigaut froze for a moment in consideration of the consequences 
of his little game, of assuming this calculatedly ridiculous alias: the hero of the book he intended to write 
merely by assuming the protagonist's identity: Lord Patchogue. This lift operator is the reader of my book, 
he thought. And the murderer of Rigaut? "I salute your excellent taste," Rigaut said to the old man, "but 
I'm certain you have me confused with another Lord Patchogue. I've written many books, but published 
none: I am a consummate writer. And this Lord Patchogue business is nothing more than a nom de plume. 
A way to impress the ladies ..." Rigaut withdrew a step into the hall on the 22nd floor, broke a length of 
the stem from the rose he'd taken from the 3rd, and fitted the rose into his boutonnière.

"You're being far too modest," said the elevator operator. He took the decapitated stem from Rigaut and 
dropped it into the brass waste can that rested at his feet in the corner of the car. "But mum's the word. 
Incognito. I understand. It's not the first time I've protected the identity of a celebrated guest. I've looked 
out for writers before." And with that the operator shifted the lever to close the elevator doors. Rigaut 
watched the clock-arm indicator trace the car's descent to the lobby and, turning, found himself idly 
strolling along 5th Avenue. His bearing was lordly.

Clinging to his arm was Gladys B. She'd just taken "Patch" to have him outfitted with a summer-weight 
suit charged, without the slightest regard for discretion, to her husband Kels' account. Though a 
millionaire's wife, Gladys delighted in the pose of a flapper: starved on a diet of vodka gimlets to the cut 
of a straight, fringed dress; blond hair bobbed and pressed; Chesterfield after Chesterfield raised to rouged 
lips or poised with Élan between manicured fingers; and given to drop the word " damn" in the presence 
of delicate ears. As they glided along 5th Avenue, she fawned and doted over her Frenchman, prattled in 
her inexpert fran-saze, cooed and kissed his cheek and wiped away the stain by licking the pad of her 
thumb and massaging it over the lip-print. And Patchogue went through the motions, bought her trinkets 
from street vendors with Kels' money, flattered her in a guttural, sexual argot picked up in the trenches he 
knew she could never decipher, stroked her ego in a way Kels never had (or so he gathered). But when 
they made love, he would shout his own name, as if striking at an adversary, like another way of spilling 
his seed. Rigolo, he explained to her when she'd asked him about these strange ejaculations, conveyed the 
idea that something was oddly humorous: a thought that always seized his mind just before the moment of 
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sexual climax. Though not very far from rigole, he thought: trench. Rigaut, of course, was purely a 
nonsense word.

1923
The Dada Movement ceases to exist. Rigaut will not become a member of the Surrealist group, then in the 
process of formation, and he ceases to frequent the avant-garde literary circle to devote himself to a more 
worldly existence.

August: publication of Drieu La Rochelle's "The Empty Suitcase," a rather spiteful short story, clearly a 
portrait of Rigaut, in La Nouvelle Revue Française. At the end of the year some aphorisms of Rigaut, 
"Lines," appear in the American publication The Little Review.

They went to see a movie called "The European Caravan," something of a fable about a Gypsy circus 
without tent, without clowns, without fire-eaters, without so much as an old nag bearing an already long-
in-the-tooth Gypsy queen. It was the old formula in which the circus became a circus because the 
townspeople believed there was a circus. Long, strange, tedious scenes there were in which the five 
Gypsies merely stood in a cluster on an open field, surrounded by an audience of laughing country folk 
who applauded and elbowed each other with agitated pleasure; scenes of children sneaking through 
imaginary folds of canvas; of shrieks and averted eyes as the "trapeze artist" lost his grip and fell into 
nothingness. Though the print was badly damaged, the projection unfocused, a calliope had been installed 
in the theater to provide a circus atmosphere and that was enough for Patchogue: he'd seen this one 
before.

1924
Meets Gladys Barber, a very rich young American woman in the midst of a divorce. First trip to the 
United States. He returns to France at summer's end and meets up with Drieu La Rochelle at Guethary on 
the Basque coast. His parents, now retired, had settled near Nice and look after Pierre, his older brother, 
who is ill.

1925

Returns to New York at the beginning of the year. He lives there with 

difficulty, indeed miserably, all the while frequenting well-to-do and 

elegant circles.
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1926

Marries Gladys Barber in New York on January 15. The newlyweds spend their 

honeymoon at Palm Beach. At Easter they arrive in Europe; Rigaut meets up 

with some friends in Paris.

After the movie, in a nearby restaurant, Patchogue listened indulgently as Gladys relived the movie scene 
by scene: "Oh, Patch, wasn't it just pitiful when the little boy who ran away to join the circus found out 
there wasn't any real circus?" Patchogue's attention began to wander and he caught himself moving from a 
consideration of the American phrase "jackpot winner" to an image of himself seated in a sparsely 
furnished room, pen in hand, paper on the desk before him. He begins to write: Lord Patchogue is like 
everyone else, that's understood. He's the first to tell you that, which is not letting himself in for much. All 
those around him, it goes without saying, would be too indolent to doubt it, if there were not in his 
affirmation a certain violence to awaken their suspicions.

"Patch," Gladys interrupted. "Are you listening to me?"

1927

The marriage is not a success. Mrs. Rigaut leaves her husband who 

nevertheless continues to live in New York, often under impoverished 

circumstances.

Patchogue apologized for daydreaming, excused himself, and made his way to the men's room. "To snap 
myself out of it," he said. Stepping up to the urinal, watching his stream splash against the porcelain, he 
slipped back into the austere chamber: In an analogous case, although under different circumstances, Lord 
Patchogue spent six whole months exclusively occupied with a creature who could have for him only the 
very slightest interest. Love, comfort, sense of unity, money-there was nothing to expect of her. It could 
all vanish in an instant. What's more, he had opportunity to learn how extremely boring she was. Which 
did not prevent him, during those six months, from being solely devoted to her. A fancy for monsters such 
as is doubtless at the bottom of this episode is not sufficient to explain the persistence of an interest so 
disinterested. Turning from the urinal, buttoning his fly, Patchogue again confronted the lift operator.

"Which floor?"

"Seven."
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The operator closed the elevator doors and took the car down to the 7th floor, an uncharacteristically wry 
smile condensing his face into an expression of smug inside knowledge. "Are you enjoying your stay in 
New York, monsieur Rigaut?" he said. He averted his eyes, perhaps gazing at his bleary, distorted 
reflection in the buffed uppers of his patent-leather shoes. He reminded Rigaut of a man in the presence of 
someone for whom he is profoundly embarrassed, and yet still is overcome with the sudden urge to burst 
out laughing at the fool.

"The name's Patchogue," insisted Rigaut, "the writer. Don't you remember complimenting me on my 
work?" As soon as the words were out of his mouth, Rigaut experienced the sensation of having 
committed a grave error of judgment. A bit too urgent, he thought, a bit too defensive. What the hell do I 
care? Go ahead, admit it to him. "No, you're quite right," said Rigaut. "Just a little joke."

The operator shot him a look of startled confusion. "I'm sorry, Lord Patchogue, were you saying 
something?" Rigaut felt the elevator's descent in the pit of his stomach, but the car seemed not to have 
moved. Or perhaps the indicator was broken: it still pointed to the numeral XXII. As if awaiting 
instruction, the operator searched Rigaut's eyes for a clue.

"Which floor, sir?"

"I thought we were on our way to the 7th," said Rigaut, exasperated. This guy's ready to be put out to 
pasture. Taking all the fun out of this diversion. If I were a guest, I'd complain to the manager.

"Seventh it is, sir."

The operator opened the doors at seven and wished Patchogue a good day. "Watch your step getting off." 
Feeling patronized by the village idiot, Patchogue made his way down the hall and mused on the 
doddering old man as he scanned the row of numbered doors for room 721, the "chambre de bonne 
chance" as Gladys B., with some effort, called it: the room in which they sometimes rendezvoused, in 
spite of the fact that husband Kels was in Mexico attending to the arcane and ever-more-numerous details 
of a liquor importation agreement that was sure to make him "Tequila King." A kind of variety was the 
spice of Gladys's life: "Oh Patch, it'll be even more wicked than on the marital four-poster." Indeed it will 
be, Patchogue had thought, convinced by the caress of her manicured fingers and the certain pout that 
rounded her lips on the syllable "post."
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1928 

Rigaut is still living in New York; he is more and more the slave of heroine 

and alcohol. November: suddenly decides to return to France.

Arriving at 721, Patchogue rapped out the pre-arranged signal: three sprightly taps, two ponderous thuds. 
Then he entered the room. Closing the door behind him, he found himself in the Grand Central Gallery 
being led by Duchamp to the front of a crowd that had assembled around an extravagant lecture platform. 
"Rigaut!" said Duchamp, "I'm so glad you could make it, friend. Cravan is just about to deliver his 
address." Over the platform was a blue canvas banner announcing the "American Independent's Exhibit" 
and, behind and to the left of the podium there stood an easel supporting a canvas by the American painter 
Sterner. My god, thought Rigaut, I didn't think he'd actually make it on time. Serves me right for dawdling 
with that elevator man at the Waldorf.

There was a commotion at the back of the hall and Rigaut and Duchamp, along with everyone else, turned 
to see the drunken Cravan being assisted though the crowd and up the stairs of the platform by a very 
nervous looking Picabia. "I think the jig is up," said Duchamp. "Just look at Picabia: the absolute terror in 
those eyes!" Duchamp beamed, folded his arms, and waited to take it all in. Rigaut scanned the 
murmuring crowd: the most beautiful of 5th Avenue hostesses were in attendance and, Rigaut thought, 
wasn't that Gladys, there, among them. But too much shifting and jostling among the crowd allowed him 
to be sure. She couldn't be interested, he thought.

Cravan leaned heavily on the podium, face flushed, eyes unfocused: this would be his greatest bout. He 
looked to either side of the platform, as if seeking a neutral corner or a trainer's shouted instructions, then 
shook his head, heaved an audible sigh, and let loose: "A bit," he began, "of good advice: take a few pills 
and purge your spirit. Do a lot of fucking (appalled gasps), or better still, go into training. When the girth 
of your arm measures nineteen inches, you'll at least be a brute, if you're gifted." Striking a defensive 
pose, Cravan began to lumber around the platform-ring, punching the air and ducking invisible blows. 
"Let me say right at the start," he bellowed on, still staggering about the stage, "that in my opinion, the 
first requirement for an artist is to know how to swim." At this he lost his balance and Rigaut was sure he 
was at any moment about to crash into the Sterner. The crowd was turning indignant and shouting at him 
to step down. "Go to hell you teacup dainties. Listen up and edify your minds. Ladies and gentlemen, I 
also feel that art, in the mysterious state corresponding to form in a wrestler, is situated more in the guts 
than in the brains ..." Then, for a moment, Cravan seemed lost; head sunken, chin on chest. Picabia 
walked up to him, took his arm, and tried to lead him from the platform, but Cravan revived, shook 
himself free, and shoved Picabia aside. With an ungraceful flourish he took off his coat and continued: 
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"And that's what exasperates me when, in the presence of a painting, I evoke the man and all I see is a 
head. Where are the legs, the spleen, and the liver?" He'd begun to undo his suspenders, shouting, 
"Chagall is a jackal pouring kerosene into a cow's asshole!" when, from either side of the platform, he 
was rushed, attacked, and handcuffed with the efficiency and skill that made the New York Police 
Department the envy of authorities world-wide. As they dragged him from the stage, Duchamp, visibly 
tingling with delight, turned to Rigaut and said, "What a wonderful lecture!"

Rigaut felt sorry for Cravan as they hustled him out of the hall and in so doing felt at odds with himself. 
Duchamp, after all, was right: it had been a wonderful lecture. Or had it? Cravan should have kept to the 
ring where the beatings he took held firm to his aesthetic. All these verbal salvos of his only admitted to 
some kind of recuperation: raised art up on the pedestal he claimed to be jacketing with dynamite. Rigaut 
placed his hand on Duchamp' shoulder and said to him, true disappointment crackling in his assertion, 
"I'm beginning to think Cravan is something of a fraud." Duchamp, eyeing Rigaut with the same 
paternalistic empathy that had so often colored the gaze of the father-figure Blanche, turned to Rigaut 
and, in a voice that carried the distant echo of gravity, said, "I think Cravan is beginning to realize the 
same thing."

***

Far removed from the Waldorf Astoria, Rigaut emerged from the elevator into a room on his very own 
29ieme Étage: a room in the Asile Tronqué, just off of Rue Amelot: a fiasco of vermin, losers, 
disintegrating plaster, and temperamental plumbing. Twenty-nine at last, he was at the top of his game 
and not even the few notes winding their way to his door, addressed to a resident named Jacques Rigaut, 
could convince him otherwise. Not only was he Lord Patchogue, he was the Lord Patchogue who daily 
added a few wrinkled pages to the instrument of his own oblivion: Lord Patchogue: the novel. It was an 
identity that began to consume him the very moment he no longer saw fit to shred his work and thereby 
inscribe upon it the ultimate and most self-preserving end punctuation. There was no longer a self, he 
thought, to preserve, let alone reason for preserving it.

1929 

Fruitless attempts at detoxification: he is in the clinic at La Malmaison, 

then (August) at Saint-Mandé; in October he checks into a clinic of Chatenay-

Malabry.

November 5: in Paris where he spends the evening in the company of an old 

friend, Jacques Porel. The morning of November 6 he returns to Chatenay-
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Malabry and kills himself with a revolver shot to the heart. The 9th: burial 

in Monmartre Cemetery.

Seated at his desk, playing patience, he found himself between two cards. On the opposite wall, in a 
cracked mirror, he caught his image and thought, I recognize you. I don't take you either for an ostrich, 
nor for a reflector, nor for our friend Blanche, the father-figure. Rising from his desk, he crossed the room 
to the mirror, straightening his tie and smoothing out his trousers. His legs were stiff from sitting, so he 
shook them out, squatted a few times, bent to touch his toes. You are Lord Patchogue's image now, even if 
you are not Lord Patchogue. Which of us was the first to get up from the desk? Which follows the other?

Lord Patchogue was poolside at the estate of Gladys and Kels B. on Long Island, New York, a copy of the 
most recent issue of 391-sent to him by Soupault-spread across his lap. From time to time, he lazily lifted 
the issue to gloss its contents, wearily shading his eyes from the glare reflected off its pages. Languid, 
Gladys reclined beside him, mooning and stroking his thigh with those manicured fingertips. Not 
indifferent to her attentions, Lord Patchogue took her hand in his, then turned to the next leaf of 391. 
There was piece on the page, attributed only an "M.L.," that caught his attention:

THE SEDATIVE

More than bored
Sad.

More than sad
Unfortunate.

More than unfortunate
Suffering.

More than suffering
Abandoned.

More than abandoned
Alone in the world.

More than alone in the world
Exiled.

More than exiled
Dead.

More than dead
Forgotten.
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So enraptured was Patchogue by the piece, he rose unsteadily from the beach chair in which he'd been 
sitting and, adjusting his tie, ruffling the handkerchief in the breast pocket of his jacket, clearing his 
throat, he strode directly into the diving end of the swimming pool, slipping quietly through the water's 
membranous surface as through a wrinkle in eternity. Warm, enveloping, lapidary, the mucus through 
which he descended whirled in a gentle eddy that fed him through an octagonal portal. A man who is a 
believer, he thought as he passed into a tubular, subterranean passage, is a curious specimen. But then 
some are born hams. Dada: it never was.

Fetid, dank, contracting in a kind of peristalsis, the passageway fed Patchogue into the womb of a cool, 
November Paris night. Low clouds obscured the stars, but occasional rents allowed a glimpse of edited 
constellations. Patchogue had the feeling his shoes were not made for the sidewalks on which he found 
himself. I don't know which streets to avoid: the ones I know because I know them, the ones I don't know 
for the same reason, or for some other. But Lord Patchogue knew how to find his way without the aid of 
his senses. Soon enough he was before the mirror.

From the bedside table in his room in the Asile Tronqué, Patchogue took the 22 caliber Minié. Gazing 
into the mirror, placing the pistol's barrel against his left temple, he said to his reflection, "I am a man 
trying not to die." And with that Patchogue squeezed the trigger, leapt through the mirror, crashed it into 
icy splinters that tore his flesh into bloodless ribbons. On the other side, bespectacled, Tristan Tzara stood 
in mock Napoleonic pose, hand between the cleft of his lapels. "Bonne anniversaire, Rigaut," he said to 
Lord Patchogue. Then he bowed respectfully. "But you're late. The party's this way." Tzara gestured to a 
large mirror on the wall behind him. Stepping to the glass, Patchogue regarded the eyes that regarded the 
eyes that regarded. "I am a man trying not to die," Patchogue said.
"Go ahead, Rigaut," urged Tzara. "You're expected."

Patchogue glared at Tzara. "Patchogue. The name's Patchogue. Lord Patchogue." Again he leapt through 
the glass.

This time Jacques-Emile Blanche greeted Rigaut, embraced him, guided the young man, who for so long 
had been for him a true son, to a seat next to Cravan at the Dada table in Le Petit Grillon. "I always 
wondered which would get you," Blanche admitted to Rigaut, "Dada? or the Ritz?" Politely, he held the 
chair for Patchogue who seated himself with an air of rigorous dignity. Cravan pushed an empty glass in 
front of the Lord and filled it with Meursault. After Patchogue had taken his first few sips, Cravan turned 
to him and jangled a cloth purse in front of his face. "We drink tonight," he said with the serenity of a 
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gendarme offering a tourist directions to La Place de la Concorde, "courtesy of the waitress." Patchogue 
was incensed.

"A whale of a fraud like you ought to have his mask permanently nailed on." Patchogue snatched the 
purse from Cravan's surprisingly lax grip while the others looked on with the interest of disinterest.

"Ah, a moralist," shouted Cravan.

Soupault, who'd been privy to the exchange, chimed in on Patchogue's behalf. "We're not talking about a 
Vanderbilt, Cravan."

"A moralist and a distinction maker. What a pretty duet you both sing. It's enough to give one the shits." 
And with that Cravan pushed himself away from the table and staggered toward the door. Patchogue felt 
charged with a sense of domination of which he could not be robbed. I cow them just by sitting here, he 
thought. C'est tout. C'est finis. The end of a movement. And in the end? Nothing. Rien. One by one the 
Dadas rose from the table and made their way out the door until the café's only occupants were Patchogue 
and the frail waitress. For long hours the two remained at the table, sipping wine and silently gazing into 
one another's eyes. Then, rising from the table, the waitress stepped into the center of the room and 
disrobed, exposing herself with an anonymous precision conferred by the assurance of being free from all 
observation. In death's company, Patchogue thought, you're not given leave to play with marbles.

The delicate hummingbirds fluttered to their stations before her nipples, and the regal falcon again spread 
its wings before her sex. Extending her palm, the waitress revealed the answer to the message Rigaut had 
inscribed there in black ink. "Moi," she said.

Placing the purse in the palm of her hand, Patchogue contracted in an intense spasm of pain and regret as 
Rigaut rent his flesh from the inside out and emerged to embrace the strange angel. Slipping to one knee, 
resting his head against her thigh, "Ma soeur," he whispered. "Ma soeur figurée."
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